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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that both the ancient Chinese people and the ancient Korean people used 

Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) as a textbook for their children. Dallet (1874) described that the book was a tool for 

instructing Chinese characters for the two tribes. Here, for this work the present researcher used the first translating method. It is 

through the meaning of Chinese character of this poem (Tcheonzamun 577th-592nd). The title of this work is „Thank you very much, 

Father Ildefonso! Father Ildefonso came from Spain!‟ And this poem ranges 16 letters from 577th to 592nd letter of Tcheonzamun. The 

next part is translation through the meaning of Chinese character of the poem. <Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters 

(Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet)> 581-584 踐(Tcheon) 土(To) 會(Hoe) 盟(Maeng) On the first line of (577th-

580th), there was a description about war. War, it is not common thing but terrible thing. But there is another thing terrible in the 

world. Even though it is a very small thing. But to solve the problem, it is very difficult. What is that? It is to make a group (會), and 

the group is only good for the member, for the intimate colleagues (盟). Even the persons stand on (踐) the same territory (土), the 

environment of the same soil is different. When a person is the friend for their members of the group, the environment is truly good. 

While the person is not the friend of the group member, the ambiance will become cold! 585-588 何(Ha) 遵(Zun) 約(Yag) 法(Beob) If 

they do the thing as shown in the second line (581st-584th) of this poem, how (何) do they just (約) keep (遵) the law (法)? 589-592 

韓(Han) 弊(Pye) 煩(Beon) 刑(Hyeong) If they do treat the people (韓) in the very hard manner (弊) as described in the second line 

(581st-584th), it is to give the people penalty (刑) and make people difficult (煩) in the life. And the people do not want to live there, 

and the people are willing to escape from the place! 

Keywords: Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), (Tcheonzamun 577th-592nd), through the meaning of Chinese 

character, the title of this work is „Thank you very much, Father Ildefonso! Father Ildefonso came from Spain!‟, If they do treat the 

people (韓) in the very hard manner (弊), it is to give the people penalty (刑) and make people difficult (煩) in the life. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that both the ancient Chinese people and the ancient Korean people used 

Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) as a textbook for their children. Dallet (1874) described that the book was 

a tool for instructing Chinese characters for the two tribes. Park et al., (2021a) and Park et al., (2021b) translated several 

poems of Tcheonzamun. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
For the present researcher and his colleagues (Park et al., 2021a, Park et al., 2021b), there were two methods for 

the translation of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). One is through the meaning of Chinese character, and 

the other is through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character in Tcheonzamun. Here, for this work the present 
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researcher used the first translating method. It is through the meaning of Chinese character of this poem (Tcheonzamun 

577th-592
nd

). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The title of this work is „Thank you very much, Father Ildefonso! Father Ildefonso came from Spain!‟ And this 

poem ranges 16 letters from 577
th

 to 592nd letter of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). The next part is 

translation through the meaning of Chinese character of the poem. 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet). 

 

577-580 假(Ka ) 途(Do) 滅(Myeol) (乎+虎) (Goeg) 

Through the road(途) borrowed(假), are you going to attack(滅) other country(乎+虎)? 

 

581-584 踐(Tcheon) 土(To) 會(Hoe) 盟(Maeng) 

On the first line of (577th-580th), there was a description about war. War, it is not common thing but terrible 

thing. But there is another thing terrible in the world. Even though it is a very small thing. But to solve the problem, it is 

very difficult. What is that? It is to make a group (會), and the group is only good for the member, for the intimate 

colleagues (盟). Even the persons stand on (踐) the same territory (土), the environment of the same soil is different. 

When a person is the friend for their members of the group, the environment is truly good. While the person is not the 

friend of the group member, the ambiance will become cold! 

 

585-588 何(Ha) 遵(Zun) 約(Yag) 法(Beob) 

If they do the thing as shown in the second line (581st-584th) of this poem, how (何) do they just (約) keep (遵) 

the law (法)? 

 

589-592 韓(Han) 弊(Pye) 煩(Beon) 刑(Hyeong) 

If they do treat the people (韓) in the very hard manner (弊) as described in the second line (581st-584th), it is to 

give the people penalty (刑) and make people difficult (煩) in the life. And the people do not want to live there, and the 

people are willing to escape from the place! 
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